If (Q, q) is a Steiner quadruple system and x is any element in Q it is well known that the set Q = 0\<x! equipped with the collection
system.
A quadruple system (Q, q) is said to have at least n nonisomorphic associated triple systems (NATS) provided that for at least one subset X of Q containing n elements the triple systems (Q , q(x)) and (Q , q(y)) are nonisomorphic whenever x 4 y e X. Prior to the results in this paper the maximum number of known NATS for any quadruple system was 2. The main result in this paper is the construction for each positive integer £ of a quadruple system having at least t NATS. Let iQ, biq)) and (V, biv)) be quadruple systems based on Q = il, 2,
••• , q\ and V= Í1, 2, ••■ , v\ respectively and let iQ, ( , , ) ) be a 3-skein.
Define on the set Q x V the following collection b of 4 element subsets.
(1) For every block ¡a, b, c, d\ £ biq) and every w £ V, Ka, w), ib, w), (c, w), id, w)\ £ b. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 1 [5] . iQ x V, b) is a Steiner quadruple system.
We now modify the construction of (Q x V, b) by leaving blocks of types Then there is a Steiner quadruple system of order qv having at least v NATS.
Proof. Let (V, biv)) be a quadruple system of order v and denote by Vix) the set of blocks in biv) containing the element x. Since \Vix)\ = iv-Div-2)/6>v, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use the sets V(l), V(2), ■ • ■ , Viv) have a system of distinct representatives [2] which we will denote by 
